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Abstra t

Appli ability of ILP to real-world problems
is onstrained by the high dimensionality of
ILP tasks. This paper proposes to redu e
the dimensionality of the ILP example spa e
by bringing feature subset sele tion to the
realm of ILP. Seen as a bla k box, the method
redu es ILP examples, in the form of nonre ursive Datalog lauses, by removing literals judged irrelevant for the ILP task at
hand. The approa h exploits existing AVL
feature sele tion (FS) algorithms by hanging the representation from the FOL lausal
format to a xed-length AV format, performing FS on the AV approximation of the FOL
task, and mapping the results ba k to the
FOL representation. Issues of noise introdu ed in the data during representation shift
are presented, and onstraints on the AVL FS
to be used in ILP FS are dis ussed.
1. Introdu tion

Even though the expressiveness of Indu tive Logi Programming is attra tive for many modern appli ations,
it is generally agreed that there exists a di hotomy
between expressiveness of the representation language
and the eÆ ien y of learning. From the eÆ ien y perspe tive, one of the main diÆ ulties that prevents ILP
from ta kling large-size problems is the dimensionality
of the learning task, signi antly higher than that of
attribute-value learning (AVL).
There is no generally a epted theoreti al measure of
the dimensionality of ILP problems (Furnkranz, 1997),
but resear hers agree that the major fa tor is the om1
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plexity of the hypothesis spa e. Hypothesis spa es
in ILP are onsiderably larger (even in nite under subsumption) than in AVL. The standard solution to
the overgrown hypothesis spa e is the idea of a de larative bias. Traditionally in ILP, de larative (stati ) biases are de ned to onstrain the hypothesis language.
Su h biases were mainly onstraints on the hypothesis language, introdu ed by the user (Nedelle et al.,
1996). Their e e t may be detrimental for the learning
task: either the hypothesis language an be ome too
restri tive to express the target on ept, or too general
so that their onstraining e e t be omes insigni ant.
In this paper, we fo us on redu ing another fa tor inuen ing dimensionality of ILP: the omplexity of the
example spa e. The omplexity of the example spa e
is understood here not as the number of examples,
but as the size of the examples in terms of the number of literals by whi h the examples are expressed.
Su h example omplexity also ontributes to the dimensionality of the ILP task for the following reasons.
Firstly, the hypothesis language is based on the example language, so the simpler the example language,
the smaller the hypothesis spa e. Se ondly, the overage test in ILP (involving logi al mat hing of FOL
formulae) is NP- omplete, and therefore, in the worst
ase, is exponentially more expensive in the size of the
examples than the same operation in AVL. Thirdly,
the presen e of irrelevant literals in the examples des ription may mislead the heuristi sear h by showing plateau phenomena. All the three situations make
it interesting to de rease the size of the examples by
eliminating some literals from them.
In the AVL ontext, the task of limiting the size of examples has been su essfully handled by Feature Sele tion (FS) methods. Several su essful approa hes
to FS have been proposed (Kira & Rendell, 1992; Kohavi & John, 1997), and are widely used not only in

resear h but also in industrial pra ti e, as feature sele tion fun tions are in luded in ommer ial data mining systems (e.g. Mineset). And yet, as pointed out
by Furnkranz (Furnkranz, 1997) the idea of dynami ,
data-driven redu tion of the example spa e, ommon
in AVL in the form of feature sele tion, has been little
resear hed in ILP. Sin e the FS approa h to ontrol dimensionality of the learning task has proven fruitful in
AVL, we investigate in this paper how a similar datadriven transformation of examples ould be applied in
ILP.
However, the idea of performing FS in an ILP setting
runs immediately into a problem: what is an attribute
in ILP? All the dynami FS methods rely on the values
of a xed set of attributes to evaluate their relevan e.
In ILP, however, there is no xed set of attributes
for a given problem: predi ate symbols may hange
from example to example, and examples have a variable number of literals. In this paper, we put forward
e e tive methods that address these and other problems and show how feature sele tion an be brought
to the realm of ILP.
It has to be noted that Lavra et al. (Lavra et al.,
1999) have proposed a feature sele tion framework in
ILP, using a onstrained language named Dedu tive
Hierar hi al DataBase (DHDB). On the one hand,
sin e DHDB does not allow non-determinate existential variables, the overage test omplexity is quadrati
and all problems des ribed in DHDB an be ompiled into propositional logi in quadrati time, and
then feature sele tion te hniques an be applied in a
straightforward manner. On the other hand, DHDB is
too limited to handle urrent ILP ben hmark datasets
like mutagenesis (se t. 5) or relational databases.
Our approa h to FS in ILP is more general: it works
with relational examples that an be expressed as nonre ursive Datalog Horn lauses. Seen as a bla k box,
our FS lter pro esses FOL examples one by one, and
removes from them literals whi h are judged irrelevant. This is a hieved by rst approximating the original FOL problem as an attribute-value problem, and
then applying a purposefully modi ed version of an
attribute-value feature-sele ting lter. We are going
to show that this hange of representation has ertain
properties whi h result in interesting onstraints on
the design of the FS algorithm. Feature sele tion algorithms working under these onstraints, as far as we
know, have not been investigated in the literature.
In the next se tion we des ribe, using generi omponents, the main idea of our approa h. We then introdu e the hange of representation (a so- alled multiinstan e propositionalization). In se tion 4, we dis uss

some problems fa ing our approa h to example redu tion, and illustrate them on a simple arti ial domain.
The method is then empiri ally validated on the mutagenesis problem, a real-word dataset in ILP used as
ben hmark se tion 5. We on lude after dis ussing the
limitations of the urrent approa h.
2. Overview of the Ar hite ture
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Filtering a relational problem

The general idea of our approa h is illustrated in Fig.
1. First of all, both the inputs and the outputs of
our method are relational examples, whi h we view as
sets of literals. In that sense, the method is similar to
AVL-type feature sele tion, where the inputs and the
outputs use the same representation language, and the
learning system works on the output of the FS pro ess.
All AVL feature sele tion methods rely on a xed set of
attributes, the same for all examples, to evaluate their
relevan e for the learning task. In order to bridge the
gap between the exible format of ILP examples and
the xed representation requirement of FS in AVL, the
idea is to lter the literals of one FOL example at a
time. As shown in Fig. 1, we use the set of literals of the example being ltered as a xed set of attributes, and re-des ribe the whole relational problem
by means of these attributes. Our hange of representation onverts ea h relational example into a set of
AV examples. This makes us view the propositional
representation as a multi-instan e problem: a bag of

AV examples is obtained from a single relational example, and it inherits the label of its relational sour e.
This so- alled multi-instan e propositionalization
(MIP) has been investigated by several resear hers
(Zu ker & Ganas ia, 1996; Alphonse & Rouveirol,
2000). In MIP, ea h ILP example is transformed into a
set of xed-length ve tors of AVL attributes. The ve tor format has a boolean attribute for ea h literal of
the example being ltered. Ea h boolean attribute des ribes the fa t that its orresponding literal mat hes
(under some substitution) a literal of the transformed
ILP example.
Sin e the overage test in FOL is NP- omplete, the
number of mat hings may be exponential. As MIP
produ es an AV ve tor for ea h mat hing, we may obtain an exponential number of AV ve tors. Consequently, we perform instan e sele tion on the spa e of
all the ve tors orresponding to mat hings, and work
with a limited number of su h examples. All the ve tors resulting from the reformulation of the original
relational problem are then given to an AVL feature
sele tion system, engineered to respe t onstraints imposed by the spe ial hara teristi s of the new instan e
spa e.
Having obtained a set of AV ve tors from an ILP example, we are able to evaluate the relevan e of ea h
attribute in the AV setting, and onsequently the relevan e of the literal that orresponds to it in the ILP
setting. We redu e the literals judged irrelevant and
obtain a ltered version of the relational example. To
lter the whole relational problem, we iterate the proess taking ea h example in turn.
3. Multi-instan e Propositionalization

We address learning where examples are non-re ursive
Datalog Horn lauses, i.e. non re ursive Horn lauses
without fun tion symbols other than onstants. We
use the typi al learning by impli ation paradigm
(de Raedt, 1997), des ribed as follows: given a set
of positive examples E + and negative examples E ,
nd a hypothesis, h, that generalizes or subsumes all
positive examples and does not subsume any negative
examples. In this setting, the logi al impli ation is
equivalent to -subsumption (Gottlob, 1987), whi h is
de idable but NP- omplete.
Following (Zu ker & Ganas ia, 1998), a relational
problem an de omposed into two sub-problems: a
stru tural problem and a fun tional one. As the rst
attempt to bring feature subset sele tion to ILP, we
restri t ourselves to the stru tural part of the relational learning as de ned at the beginning of this se -

tion. This framework is on erned with dis rimination
by predi ate o urren e(s) and variable links between
variables, even though the multi-instan e propositionalization is general enough to address both learning
problems (Zu ker & Ganas ia, 1998; Sebag & Rouveirol, 1997). The stru tural problem is the nondeterminate part of the learning problem, and therefore the part where the dimensionality is the most riti al.
We use here the multi-instan e propositionalization
proposed in (Alphonse & Rouveirol, 2000). (Zu ker &
Ganas ia, 1996) rst investigated this kind of hange of
representation but their transformation is tailored for
the REPART system, and is not general enough for our
purpose. In our approa h the multi-instan e propositionalization is a representation hange that reformulates the FOL learning problem as a multi-instan e
problem, aiming at preserving the expressive power of
the original problem. For the la k of spa e, we present
in the sequel only those aspe ts of MIP that are ne essary to understand the proposed paradigm for FS in
ILP.
The approa h initializes P , the pattern of propositionalization, as one of the FOL examples, and the xed
set of literals of P is used as a xed set of attributes to
re-des ribe ea h other FOL example e. Given a substitution, we mat h (a subset of) P 's literals to those of
e. The value of ea h attribute in the re-des ribed representation says whether or not there is a mat h (true)
between this attribute (a literal of P ) and some literal
of e. In our representation language, there are many
di erent ways to mat h a given literal and therefore
e will be re-des ribed as several attribute-value ve tors. For onvenien e, we will not distinguish in the
remainder of the paper a mat hing (substitution) from
its asso iated boolean ve tor.
This pro edure outlined above is exempli ed as follows. Let us onsider the non-re ursive Datalog lausal
spa e ordered by -subsumption. Let E , and E 0 be two
positive examples and N E be a negative example of
the target on ept, inspired by R. Mi halski's trains
problem:
E': train(t) :E: train(t) :NE: train(t) :-

ar(t,
ar(t,
ar(t,
ar(t,
ar(t,
ar(t,
ar(t,
ar(t,

1),short( 1),load( 1,l11),re t(l11),
2),short( 2),load( 2,l21), ir (l21).
1),long( 1),load( 1,l11),re t(l11),
2),long( 2),
3),short( 3),load( 3,l31),hex(l31).
1),long( 1),load( 1,l11),hex(l11),
2),short( 2),load( 2,l21), ir (l21),
3),long( 3),load( 3,l31),re t(l31).

To re-des ribe the whole dataset, we use E 0 to onstru t the pattern P . It is built as the following vari-

abilization of E 0 (omitting the head):
P

:

ar(V,W),short(W),load(W,X),re t(X),
ar(V,Y),short(Y),load(Y,Z), ir (Z).

We an observe that sin e in the stru tural problem onstant names are lo al within lauses (so alled
Skolem onstants), it does not matter whether we
work with skolemized lauses, or variabilized lauses
so that links between literals are preserved in the
variabilization. Given P , we build the new instan e
spa e showed in Table 1. Let us more losely onsider how example E is reformulated. The propositionalization algorithm sear hes for all substitutions
whi h, when applied to literals of P , will result in
literals belonging to E . Without loss of generality,
we use the links between variables to onstrain the
mat hing spa e being sear hed. The propositionalization pro ess rst builds the substitution E;1 =
fV =t; W= 1; X=l11; Y = 1; Z=l11g. Note that the literals short(W ), short(Y ) and ir (Z ) of P have
not been mat hed to any literal of E , hen e the
value "false" (0). When sear hing for another possible mat hing for P 's and E 's literals, the next
valid substitution omputed is another mat hing for
ar(V; Y ): E;2 = fV =t; W= 1; X=l11; Y = 2g. For this
substitution, neither the literals load(Y; Z ), short(W ),
short(Y ) and ir (Z ) nor the variable Z have been
mat hed. Again, another mat hing will yields E;i =
fV =t; W= 2; Y = 3; Z=l31g. In our example, six other
substitutions (and therefore six other boolean ve tors)
are obtained when sear hing for all possible partial
mat hings of variables of P with onstants of E .
As ea h ve tor represents a mat hing of P 's literals
to the ones of the FOL examples, ea h reformulated
example is des ribed by a set of ve tors more general
than or equal to P . Therefore, by onstru tion, the
propositionalization pattern P is represented by the
bottommost element of the new instan e spa e (P in
table 1).
As pointed out in (Zu ker & Ganas ia, 1996), the new
instan e spa e is no longer a set of positive and negative ve tors but is now a so- alled multi-instan e problem (Dietteri h et al., 1997), formerly alled a multipart problem: for ea h positive FOL example, at least
one of its asso iated ve tors is positive, and for ea h
negative example, all its asso iated ve tors are negative.
We generalize the equivalen e theorem (Zu ker &
Ganas ia, 1996) to our framework:
Given P (a formula in the hypothesis
language), sear hing for a solution whi h is a subset of
P (2P , up to variable renaming) is equivalent to solv-

Theorem 1

ing the multi-instan e problem, obtained from multiinstan e propositionalization with P as pattern.

4. Feature Sele tion in ILP

In the proposed approa h, feature sele tion is performed by rst reformulating the relational problem,
and then applying feature subset sele tion te hniques.
Consequently, the lter methods used for feature sele tion must perform well in the new instan e spa e.
More pre isely, the approximation of the original relational problem proposed will inevitably produ e noise,
and therefore, the issue of noise resistan e has to be
addressed while designing a lter algorithm. We fo us
only on the noise arti ially generated by the approximation and not the noise present in the original data.
To begin with, the reformulated multi-instan e representation of the problem ould be seen as a lass-noisy
representation of the positive data (Blum & Kalai,
1998). Indeed, ea h positive FOL example is represented by a set of ve tors, su h that overing only one
of them is suÆ ient to over the FOL example. However, this problem has been well studied in the ILP
ommunity and relaxing the ompleteness of top-down
algorithms is typi ally applied (Zu ker & Ganas ia,
1996).
Therefore we fo us instead on other sour es of noise
whi h are more losely related to our approa h. In
order to illustrate the impa t of noise, we upgraded
the boolean-attribute lter FOCUS (Almuallim & Dietteri h, 1994) (by relaxing ompleteness) and performed simple experiments on a train-like arti ial
problem similar to the one in Se t. 3. FOCUS uses a
top-down exhaustive sear h in the attribute spa e and
is not noise-resistant. Two datasets have been generated, one with a onjun tive target on ept , and the
other with a disjun tive one.
Below we dis uss the impa t of noise due to the hange
of representation for the two kinds of on epts: the
onjun tive and the disjun tive ones.
4.1 The Conjun tive Learning Case

We validate, rst, the relevan e of the approa h developed in the paper, by multi-instan e propositionalizing the FOL problem and retaining all ve tors, that
is, we explored the whole mat hing spa e between the
pattern and an example. As showed in the rst row
of Table 2, FOCUS nds all relevant literals and only
those literals. This behavior is a onsequen e of theorem 1, as in the learning by impli ation paradigm, the
onjun tion of the minimal set of relevant attributes
is also a solution of the on ept learning task.

P
P
E;1
E;2
:::
E;i
:::
N E;1
N E;2
:::
N E;j
:::

Table 1.

The tabular representation of a FOL problem
load(W,X) re t(X)
ar(V,Y) short(Y)
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
0

ar(V,W)
1
1
1

short(W)
1
0
0

1

0

0

0

1

1
1

0
0

1
1

0
0

1

0

1

1

However, in the general ase, as pointed out by (Sebag
& Rouveirol, 1997), attribute-value algorithms working on the reformulated problem must deal with data
of exponential size wrt the FOL problem. For example, under -subsumption and given a pattern P , a
FOL example
is theoreti ally to be reformulated as a
Q
i
ve
tors, where ni and mi are the number
set of nm
i
of o urren es of non-determinate literals based on the
predi ate symbol pi , in the FOL example e and in P ,
respe tively. For instan e, in the mutagenesis dataset,
des ribed in Se t. 5, the potential number of mat hings is 4040 . But this set is highly redundant and only
few ve tors are suÆ ient to represent the whole instan e spa e. Indeed, this set is known to be the set
of the most spe i ve tors in the boolean latti e-like
instan e spa e: the nearest-hits and nearest-misses of
the pattern (Alphonse & Rouveirol, 2000). A trivial
upper-bound of its size is the maximal number of inomparable elements in the above instan e spa e whi h
is known to be bn=n2 , with n = jP j. Therefore, instead of dealing with a ve tor spa e of size exponential in both jej and jP j, we have a spa e exponential only in jP j (240 instead of 4040 ). Algorithms an
be designed to approximate this set of non-redundant
ve tors in order to ope with the intra tability of the
MIP. An approximation an be a hieved by working
with a subset of ve tors whose elements are as lose
as possible to the non-redundant, minimal elements.
We will refer to this approximation of the initial relational problem as bounded multi-instan e propositionalization. Su h approximation will produ e a generalization of the most spe i ve tors. This generalization an be viewed as obtaining the most spe i ve tors from a sour e of noise, in whi h some attributes'
values "true" have been ipped to values "false", introdu ing attribute noise. The resulting noise in the
approximating set of ve tors is parti ular in the sense
that it is generated arti ially by the bounded MIP,
inherent to the proposed paradigm. It is strongly related to the quality of the heuristi used to extra t as

load(Y,Z)
1
1
0

ir (Z)
1
0
0

1

1

0

1
1

0
1

1
1

0
1

1

1

1

1

spe i ve tors as possible. A natural question arises:
as the noise is generated by the approximating algorithm, an the amount of so introdu ed noise be estimated? Unfortunately, in the general ase, when
we approximate the non-redundant set, the answer is
negative. This is due to a negative result on erning the so- alled Max-Compatible-Binary-ConstraintSatisfa tion problem (equivalent to the problem of
omputing the exa t set of non-redundant elements)
that states that we an not approximate the solution
within any onstant unless P = N P (Jagota, 93). Further investigation ould fo us on weakening the representation language in order to lift this limitation in the
general ase (e.g. k-lo al (Cohen, 1993)).
For now, we have only investigated a very simple
bounded MIP s heme, following the idea of (Sebag
& Rouveirol, 1997) of sampling the spa e of mat hings. We apply a sto hasti pro ess where k mat hings
are sele ted to yield a bounded reformulated problem,
with k being a user-supplied parameter. Row 2 in Table 2 shows the FOCUS' performan e degrading on the
approximated problem.
4.2 The Disjun tive Learning Case

In this ase, the pattern and the positive example
being reformulated may not belong to the same subon ept. That is, some literals dis riminate between
the sub- on ept of P and the sub- on ept of the example. These literals, used as attributes to des ribe
the several reformulations of the example will not be
mat hed. Therefore the MIP will produ e irrelevant2
ve tors whi h do not have to be taken into a ount.
In this manner, propositionalization introdu es lass2

This ase is exempli ed by the FOL learning problem
des ribed in Se t. 3. It an be seen that a onjun tive solution does not exist in the Datalog language. All ve tors
obtained by propositionalizing the positive FOL example
are more general than the negative ve tor N E;j , and therefore should really be negative in our learning setting.

noise for these parti ular positive examples whi h are
tagged positive in the training set but whi h really are
negative examples with respe t to the pattern. Third
row of Table 2 represents this ase of noise due to the
disjun tive hara ter of the target on ept. We an
observe that the performan e worsens in both measures.
Following the above dis ussion, we have proposed in
(Alphonse & Matwin, 2002) a Relief-like algorithm
whi h is not parameterized with a noise level, but removes fewer literals as the level of noise in reases. This
is exempli ed at the last row of Table 2.

onj-exhaustive
onj-bounded
disj-bounded 1
disj-bounded 2
Table 2.

relevant literals (%)
100
80
25
100

mean redu tion (%)
90
90
87.8
61

Filtering on an arti ial problem

5. Experiments

In order to validate the proposed paradigm to bring
FSS to the realm of ILP, we used a simple instantiation of it and evaluated the training time and the
a ura y twi e: prior to applying the lter, and after
this appli ation. The bounded MIP is performed by
sampling the mat hing spa e with rempla ement, as in
Se t. 4.1, and the lter algorithm is the one des ribed
in detail in (Alphonse & Matwin, 2002).
We onsidered several learning systems. It is interesting to see that not all state-of-the-art ILP learning systems an take advantage of the ltered example spa e
in a straightforward manner. First of all, Progol and
Aleph (in its default setting) perform an exhaustive
sear h in a bounded on ept spa e (namely a A sear h
pro edure). Therefore, they are going to nd the best
on ept de nition ontaining only relevant literals, a ording to their quality measure. An e e tive gain
in time an be realized, and it an be traded-o for
a ura y by enlarging the bounded hypothesis spa e,
but we leave investigation of this possibility for future
resear h. Se ondly, ILP systems based on interpretation or on the losed-world assumption, e.g. Tilde
and FOIL, respe tively, rely on a omplete des ription
of the examples (de Raedt, 1997). Therefore, these
systems an not take advantage of the redu ed example spa e. In our experiments, we have used FOIL
6.4 (Quinlan, 1990) with the CWA turned o , and
all other parameters with default values, and Propal
(Alphonse & Rouveirol, 2000), an AQ-like learning sys-

tem.
We have evaluated the approa h by performing experiments on ve tasks from two real-world domains:
two from the mutagenesis domain (Srinivasan et al.,
1995), a well-known ILP problems used as ben hmark
tests, and three from the Do ument Understanding
(DU) domain (Esposito et al., 1994). In the mutagenesis domain, the representation language used has
been de ned from ba kground knowledge B1 , whi h
uses only relational literals, ta kling nominal and ordinal arguments as onstants.One of the two datasets is
"regression-friendly", in whi h a good regression analysis an be performed, omposed of 188 mole ules, and
the other one, "regression-unfriendly", omposed of 42
mole ules. The experimental proto ol is the one provided in (Srinivasan et al., 1995). The a ura y of the
learned theory for the regression-friendly dataset (RF)
is evaluated by a 10- ross-validation (the 10 folds being already given), and the a ura y on the regressionunfriendly (RU) is evaluated by a leave-one-out proedure. In the DU domain, we work with three tasks:
Re eiver, Date, and Sender. We used the experimental
proto ol provided in (Esposito et al., 1994). There are
some thirty positive and one-hundred and fty negative examples in ea h task. Ea h example ontains
approximately 150 literals. In the FS literature, a ltering task involving 150 features is not onsidered a
trivial one.
Table 3 ompares the performan e of FOIL and Propal
on the ltered and not ltered datasets. Ea h learning
time is al ulated by performing learning on the whole
dataset. In order to in lude the lter in the validation
pro ess, we ltered only instan es used for training,
for all validation pro edures. Due to the sto hasti
pro ess of the bounded propositionalization used, ea h
a ura y and time have been averaged over 10 runs;
the standard deviation is given.
In the mutagenesis domain, as expe ted, the performan e of the two learning systems has been improved,
both in a ura y and time. It is interesting to noti e
the small standard deviation obtained for the a ura y, although the total number of ve tors extra ted
is really small ompared to the size of the mat hing
spa e in mutagenesis. That ould be eviden e that
this spa e is highly redundant, and the ltering step
does not su er from the poor bounded propositionalization s heme, at least for the mutagenesis. Also,
not only FOIL's a ura y has slightly improved, but
its running time has de reased almost by a fa tor of
10. The deterioration of the performan e for the ase
with k = 500 is most likely due to the in rease of noise
by working with a larger sample of the noisy instan e

Table 3.

Comparison of the performan e of FOIL 6.4 and Propal on the original datasets and the ltered ones
FOIL
Propal
k = 100
k = 500
un ltered
k = 100
k = 500
un ltered
RF
A ura y (%) 78.090:34 78.250:15
75.8
85.541:3 85.501:73
81.80
Time (s.)
4961:5
51552
4655
6926
1101
290
RU
A ura y (%)
80.711:75 82.613:73
71.4
Time (s.)
6.341:61
5.960:85
10
Re eiver A ura y (%)
98.50:0
98.50:0
98.16
98.6 0:0
98.60:0
97.43
Time (s.)
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
Date
A ura y (%)
98.80:0
98.80:0
98.6
99.33 0:0 99.330:0
99.33
Time (s.)
<1
<1
<1
19.260:35 19.360:57
21.5
Sender
A ura y (%) 97.360:0
97.360:0
97.36
92.74 0:0 92.740:0
94.24
Time (s.)
<1
<1
<1
<1
<1
2.85

spa e.
In the DU domain, instead of improving an already
high performan e on the original data, the proposed
method does not seem to remove relevants literals
whi h would degrade performan e. The results may
even improve slightly, while the PROPAL exe ution
time for the two more diÆ ult tasks de reases. This
experiment shows that in domains the original training set yields high a ura y performan e and its size
is limited, the proposed lter is a ura y-neutral but
it improves the training time.
The values of k in these experiments are arbitrary. A
judi ious hoi e of k needs to be studied further.
6. Limitations of the Current Approa h

In the urrent approa h, the input and output of a ILP
FS algorithm use the same representation language.
Surprisingly, this has some short omings, whi h limit
the generality of the paradigm. On the one hand, the
appli ation of losed-world assumption (CWA) in some
systems (e.g. FOIL) relies on the omplete des ription
of the examples to generate negative literals. Inherently, ltering examples will mislead the learning system whi h will generate the negation of the literals
dete ted empiri ally irrelevant. A solution would be
either to ode both the omplete des ription of ea h
example and the relevant literals, or, to move to the
learning by impli ation paradigm and en ode negated
literals of interest in the ba kground knowledge. On
the other hand, by ltering out some predi ates, links
between variables an be lost. In the DU domain we
address this problem by slightly modifying the representation so that all literals are linked to the head.
Let us observe that this does not happen in problems
similar to the mutagenesis domain. A trivial way to
deal with that problem would be to put in the nal
representation of the ltered dataset the relevant literals together with their links. However, as this seems

to favor the bottom-up approa h, we will investigate
another approa h, based on feature onstru tion. The
newly onstru ted feature ould represent by a single
predi ate a group of linked predi ates. The learning
ould then pro eed by saturation, although this ould
turn out to be expensive.
Finally, as we work in the learning by impli ation
paradigm, we didn't investigate ltering negative examples, as the more spe i , the more informative they
are. The extension of the ltering pro ess to negative
examples is an interesting follow-up, but seems to rely
intensively on a good lter.
7. Con lusion

We have presented here the rst paradigm to apply, in
the ILP ontext, the feature subset sele tion approa h
to redu e the dimensionality of the example spa e, in
languages at least as expressive as non-re ursive Datalog Horn lauses. It bridges the gap between the exible representation of instan es in the form of FOL
lauses, and the xed-format requirement of the FS lters. In this paradigm, the feature sele tion te hniques
work as a front end lter, applied prior to further proessing (e.g. (Kramer & De Raedt, 2001)) and to the
model building. Moreover, our method is appli able
to any partial ordering of the learning spa e.
In order to empiri ally evaluate the relevan e of the approa h, we have proposed a simple instantiation and
performed experiments on several tasks from two realworld domains: Mutagenesis, a bio hemi al domain,
onsidered ben hmark in ILP, and the Do ument Understanding domain. The preliminary results are very
en ouraging, showing, as expe ted, an improvement
both in time and a ura y, demonstrating the appliability of FS in ILP.
Our approa h is based on the approximation of the
original ILP problem by a bounded MIP. Unfortunately, as dis ussed in Se t. 4.1, there is no algorithm

that in polynomial time would guarantee the quality
of the approximation. Therefore we plan to further investigate sto hasti sampling te hniques, e.g. GRASP
(Feo & Resende, 1995). An interesting omplementary
approa h would be to investigate biases providing either polynomial-spa e omplexity of MIP (e.g. k-lo al
(Cohen, 1993)) or eÆ ient approximation s hemes.
Another onsequen e of the approximation is the introdu tion of noise in the data. As far as we know no
resear h has been done on noise-resistant MIP lters,
and further work needs to be done in this area.
The method generalizes previous work on FSS in ILP
(Lavra et al., 1999) whi h is viewed as the spe ial ase
of our method when only one mat hing substitution is
allowed between the pattern and the examples.

Dietteri h, T. G., Lathrop, R. H., & Lozano-Perez, T.
(1997). Solving the multiple instan e problem with axisparallel re tangles. Arti ial Intelligen e, 89, 31{71.

We plan to further investigate the validity of the approa h on problems presented by the ML ommunity,
still onsidered out of the s ope of urrent ILP te hniques. Spe i ally, it is interesting to observe that
feature sele tion may shift the lo alization of ILP problems wrt the phase transition region (Serra et al.,
2001).

Jagota, A. (93). Constraint satisfa tion and maximum
lique. In Working notes, aaai spring symposium on
AI and NP-hard problems, 92{97. Stanford University.
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